
a(ccessory)g(enome)  MLST 
 from loci to alleles 



Before Starting 

 
Why (ML) Sequence Typing? (instead of sequences) 
 
 data portability 
 data sharing (string profiles) 
 independent by platform  
 simple comparison algorythms 
  
 



Current Solutions 

MLST (7 loci) 
    adv: large db, few data, universally fed 
    con: could not be enough discriminative 
             does not provide particular functional information 
 
cgMLST (core genome) 
    adv: discriminative, can give functional information 
    con: dependent by platform and assembly 
 static schema or dynamic?  
             not adequate for organisms with large or variable accessory  
             genome 



Our Approach, agMLST 

Focusing on ACCESSORY genome 
 before in Hrevap 
 it can give insights in close related strains (discriminative) 

 it can provide functional information 
 it could be more curated since it receives attention 
 from scientific community 
 
agMLST  
 a couple of tools to invesigate it 
 and to convert it into alleles 



The agMLST core: the database 

MLST approaches work well only if they have a good DB behind… 
It represents the core of the method and its value 
 
Our DB contains 79 loci over a total of 879 alleles 
 1-144 alleles per locus (Avg: 11) 

 alleles len 117-9672 (Avg: 1716) 

 Manually  Curated!!!  
 
 ;-) Thanks Valeria!!!  
 



Alleles Conversion Strategies 

How to convert Sequences to strings… 
 
Already Existing tools: 
 on line tools (pubmlst) 
 SRST2 
 Commercial solutions 
 
Our solutions: 
 agMLST by reads 
 agMLST by assembly 
  



SRST2 

It derives traditional MLST 
from reads 

 
It also accepts custom DBs 



SRST2 

It returns an array of allels (the classical 7 loci schema) 
It includes:  snps, indels, coverage, alternative allele frequency 



Our agMLST implementation 

Two different strategies: by mapping, by assembling 
 
Both of them based on three steps: 1) format DB  
               2) aligning / assembly 
               3) scoring 
 



agMLST format DB 

To guarantee compatibily with SRST2, headers of custom fasta files 
 in the format Locus/allele are converted in: 
 
familyID__Locus__allele__counter  eg: 
 
>astA:3 AB000123        >3__astA__3__123 AB000123 
 
 
 

Family ID Locus ID Allele ID Unique Identifier 

Annotation (opt) 
space 

Double underline as separator 



Why Two agMLST tools? 

By Contigs/Draft: 
  you can have draft but not reads…  

  assemblies are easy to share  
  independent by platform 
 

 
By Reads 
  if you have reads you can assembly them, but you wouldn’t 

  comparison of performances with exhisting tools 
  partially assembled genes? 

 



agMLST, how does it work? 

By Contigs/Draft: 
DB blasted against assembly 
hits are ranked 
best matches are compared to the DB for new alleles discovery 
 
By Reads 
reads are aligned against all alleles 
consensus are generated and ranked   
best consensus is compared to the DB for new alleles discovery 
 



agMLST, what does it return? 

 alleles array 
 
 new alleles fasta file 
 
 extended log file 
 
  
 
 
By Contigs/Draft: raw blast results 
By Reads: raw align file (pileup/bam) 

Same Format of 
SRST2 

New Alleles to  
DB Curators 
(Valeria, obviously...) 



agMLST, what does it return? 

Profiles, they can be easily concatenated and clustered 

New Alleles 

Log File - Description 



Briefly, an example 

Trimmed Reads Ion 

Assembled 

DB  

Formatted DB  

Trimmed Reads 



Briefly, an example 
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Briefly, an example 



Briefly, an example 



Briefly, an example 



Briefly, an example 

Yes, I picked same sample more than one  time...  



Why, do not concatenate all? 



Future Implementation 

To improve Scoring Algorhitms 
 
To improve new alleles discovery (working on protein sequence?) 
To set parameters for different platforms 
 
agMLST it’s just a starting point,  help us to help you… 
  
 
 
 



Let’s try it… 


